


Pisa and Lucca

Discover Lucca, a pedestrian town surrounded by walls, and Pisa with the Miracle Square and

the renowned Leaning Tower

Tuscany 1 ND Private

Pisa and Lucca: Art Cities Tour

Discover Lucca, a pedestrian town surrounded by walls, and Pisa with the Miracle Square and the renowned Leaning Tower.

Visit Pisa and Lucca with an expert Guide or choose to stroll around on your own.

Enquire us for more details!

Departure to Lucca, where you can enjoy your free time walking along the characteristic streets and around the walls that nowadays

are a public promenade surrounded by trees.

And do not forget to see San Michele square, Napoleone square, where the Ducal Palace overlooks, the Cathedral of San Martino,

the Amphitheatre’s square, "hidden" by a series of buildings built around the original elliptic circuit of the Roman Amphitheatre, the

Church of San Frediano, the Tower of the Hours along the famous Fillungo street, Puccini house,…

Around noon, departure to Pisa, the town famous all over the world for its Leaning Tower. The main monuments are all enclosed in

the Miracle Square: Cathedral, Leaning Tower, Baptistery and Cemetery. Discover the beauty of this monuments with an expert

Guide or choose to have free time for strolling around and take the sun on the grass.

Optional visit of the San Pietro a Grado Basilica. It has a singular shape and inside still conserves ancient frescos. Its history started

during the Roman period when San Pietro a Grado was a port of call, where the vessels arrived from the sea; "Gradus" in Latin

means "port of call".

Enquire us for more details and ask in case you would like to include a typical lunch at restaurant.



English speaking Driver

Private vehicle as per itinerary

Visit as per itinerary

Admission fees

Beverages and meals

Gratuities and tips

Licensed Tourist Guide


